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72% certified wood used

33%   water use reduction in restrooms

energy performance optimized by  25%

ut biomedical engineering 
building 
austin, tx

leed ® facts
ut biomedical engineering bldg. 
austin, tx

leed for nc 2.1
certification awarded    september, 29, 2009

silver             33*

sustainable sites 6/14

Water efficiency   4/5

energy & atmosphere                3/17

materials & resources           7/13

indoor environmental 
Quality                                            10/15

innovation & design                3/5

*Out of a possible 69 points

the information provided is based on that stated in the leed® project certification submit-
tals. usgbc and chapters do not warrant or represent the accuracy of this information.  each 
building’s actual performance is based on its unique design, construction, operation, and 
maintenance. energy efficiency and sustainable results will vary.
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ut biomedical engineering building

first facility on ut austin campus with leed certification 
project achieves leed silver

“the biomedical engineering
building is a magnificent new
home for our faculty who
are investigating scientific,
engineering and medical
challenges. it is the place where
students will become the next
generation to transform our
world through innovation and
discovery.”
William powers jr. , president at ut

owner: university of texas system
architect: pasons
civil engineer: jaster - Quintanilla & associates, inc
commissioning agent: energy testing and balance,
inc
contractor: Vaughn construction
landscape architect: tbg partners, inc
leed consultant: parsons
mep engineer: hmg & associates, inc
structural engineer: gbm engineers, inc
project size: 142,000 sq.ft.
total project cost: $57,100,000

photographs courtesy of: parsons/rich la salle

project bacKground
parsons was selected to provide architectural design and programming services for a new
$45 million biomedical engineering building (bme). located on the 350-acre ut austin 
campus, the new building helps define the northern gateway to the campus. it is the first 
facility on the ut austin campus with leed certification and achieved the silver 
certification level.

in designing the biomedical engineering building, parsons created tiered standards that
blend the campus’ desire of architectural permanence of a 100-year life expectancy with a 
flexible building interior.

strategies and results 
in compliance with the university’s desire to increase awareness of sustainability in
the built environment, parsons’ design incorporates features to achieve a leed silver
certification. sustainable features of the biomedical engineering building include:

	 •	Rainwater	and	HVAC	condensate	collection	system
	 •	No	potable	water	used	for	irrigation.
	 •	Water	use	reduction	of	33%	in	restrooms.
	 •	Energy	performance	calculated	to	be	optimized	by	25%.
	 •	Construction	waste	management	of	95%	achieved.
	 •	Use	of	products	with	recycled	content.
	 •	Occupancy	sensors.
	 •	Carbon	dioxide	monitoring.
	 •	Low	VOC	(volatile	organic	compound)	products.
	 •	Greenguard-certified	furniture.
	 •	Based	on	cost,	72%	certified	wood	used

because interior spaces are research-driven, they had to be agile – the design incorporates
modular, easily reconfigured components. the concept considers initial costs, durability,
maintainability, life-cycle costs, suitability, and permanence of use for the intended
application.

about ut biomedical engineering building
opened in august 2008, this 142,000-ft², six-story building provides spaces for the college
of pharmacy (medicinal chemistry) and the wet biology teaching labs for the college of
natural sciences. this multiuse building is home to class rooms, research laboratories, and
administrative offices for the biomedical engineering department. it also contains nine
optics labs built two stories underground to minimze the effects of vibration. the new
facilities within the building allow students and staff to engage in advanced studies and
research in biological science. “this multi-institutional effort combines the strength of one
of the nation’s largest research universities with one of the top cancer research centers and
a premier medical school, “says Kenneth diller, the biomedical engineering chairman.


